TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #331

31-32

HISTORICAL:
- Bk10 Page 91 - 1892 - 36" Hem N29°E 17'1"
- Bk10 Page 91 - 1892 - 24" Hem N23°W 33'1"
- Bk S3 Page 88 & 89 - 1896 Survey for G.W. Phelps
- MAP D - 454 - OH. Schroeder - 1910 Survey for J.S. Weeks
- A-130 WE Anderson - 1939 - CHARLOTTE RICH TRACT / A-659 - WE Anderson - C. STANLEY

CONDITION:

FOUND:

- Rotten Fd remains (stump) Hem 31" N 39°E 17'1" Bk10 P 31
- GONE Hem 29" N23°W 33'1" Bk10 P 31
- GONE Hem 8" S60°W 52'1" Bk10 P 31
- GONE Hem 5" N28°E 34'1" Bk10 P 31

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS:

1 SET 2" Iron Pipe with 3" Brass Cap over 1/4" Iron Pipe

NEW ACCESSORY:

- 36" Spruce N42°W 22' 15
- 18" Spruce N39°E 25' 30
- 28" Spruce S24°E 17' 30

COMMENTS: Corner is 1.275' southerly of Crown - Zellerbach Road. Found Spruce limb, no scribing
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COUNTY corner tag affixed.